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Definitive poster set from one of the biggest hits and most exciting debuts in gaming today.Filled

with haunting imagery of a dystopian world, The Last of Us: The Poster Collection showcases

beautifully rendered visuals from the acclaimed video game. Featuring a striking selection of forty

removable posters, this collection contains full-color art of the characters, environments, and key

scenes of the post-apocalyptic masterpiece. With incredible images of Joel and Ellie as they trek

through eerie landscapes, fight off terrifying swarms of the Infected, and navigate a bleak

wasteland, this poster book will take fans back to the immersive world of The Last of Us. Armed with

a compelling narrative and gripping, intelligent game play, the best-selling and critically acclaimed

The Last of Us has ensnared gamers all over the world with its grim tale of survival. Set in the

aftermath of a global epidemic that brings civilization to its knees, this enthralling game follows an

unlikely pair of survivors as they trek across the decimated country, fighting off ruthless bandits and

ferocious swarms of the Infected.
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Just like others have complained, posters are double-sided. This is a bit of a let down because I've

had to choose between which ones to put up. Additionally the first poster is attached to the binding

with glue so it's non-removable. Otherwise the artwork is stunning. Might just get the same posters

but bigger for a couple bucks with an  or eBay search.



I guess nobody else has picked this up yet?This is a pretty great collection of concept art, in-game

advertisements (i.e. movie posters, arcade games, etc.) and promotional CG renders covering not

only The Last of Us, but the Left Behind DLC as well. If you have the Dark Horse art book, a number

of these will be familiar to you.Each poster is matte printed on pretty heavy card stock, though the

prints are double-sided, so you may have to decide between one image or another if you decide to

frame them. Fortunately they've made wise to put certain images (like two portraits of Joel and Ellie)

on separate sheets, so it's unlikely you'll find yourself fretting on what side to choose.Considering

some gallery-quality prints of this art were selling for hundreds of dollars a while back, getting quite

a few of those in frame-ready form for less than (at least when I bought this) $20 is a steal. For me,

the inclusion Joel and Ellie campfire concept art poster alone was worth the price of this collection.If

you're a fan of this game, or I guess even post-apocalyptic art, I can't recommend this enough.

I love The Last of Us. My favorite game of all time. This is a great book for fans. Love it. Some

beautiful art and good quality for posters. BUT...you will find yourself torn because they put the best

pictures back to back. This happens in like 4 spots. Where you want both sides but you can only

choose one. Then they have like a bunch of awful pictures back to back like an ugly Clicker and a

boring landscape....like okay, let's think about his. "NOBODY will ever hang these on their wall. Why

not separate them?" Or maybe it was intentional so that some people would go ahead and buy 2!!

More money. If that's the case, then SHAME ON YOU!

These posters are really well done as to be expected from Naughty Dog. They're glossy and won't

get tore up easy like a standard paper poster. the imagery is superb . All the posters I liked but of

course I have my favorites. The only issue I have with them is that they are printed back to back on

each other, so if you want to frame or just put one on your wall you can't use the other poster on the

back side. Overall I'd say it was definitely a good buy. If your a big fan of the game I think you'll

really like this.

This poster book was not what I expected. There are a lot of up close portrait posters of characters

in the game that really werent all that exciting. While Bill and Tess were great characters, Id rather

have some of the beautifully rendered concept art the likes of which can be unlocked in the art

gallery on the game, which is really what I was hoping for. There are some posters featuring

characters I really couldnt care less about and some featuring concept art of ellie and joel in their



unfinalized versions, which is cool, but not something I want to hang on my wall. They could have

had waaay more images of the infected. The ones they do have are on two-halved posters which,

again, I wouldnt hang on my wall. Even the landscape/environment art they chose, which I was

most interested in, was sub par compared to some of the images in the in-game gallery. The

printing is very well done, colorful and clean, and on very nice poster paper, but honestly there are

maybe two or three out of forty that Id actually consider displaying. Which is the point of a poster

yes?

Iam only writing this review now, because only now I just finished putting my favourite posters in

frames and hanging them onto the wall. Some of these posters are magnificient, the quality of the

print is also very high, I personally loved all the black and white posters of the characters.A very

nice collection for the price it was offered for. I would definitely recommend this.

The Last of Us easily ranks as one of the best video games I have ever played... and this is nearly

twenty years of gaming experience talking. I bought this poster pack with the intention framing them

and thats exactly what I did, the posters look amazing behind glass!

these turned out to be much better quality than I was expecting, they look great, they're pretty

decently sized, and the thickness of the paper makes me think they'll actually last longer than a

typical poster.which is good because, as others have said, they are printed on both sides (one of

the few downsides), but because the quality is so good I don't think it'll be a problem to flip a poster

to show the other side if I ever want to. the first poster is glued into the spine, unfortunately, but all it

took was a bit of precision cutting with an exacto knife to make me happy.as for the posters

themselves, I love the game so I love them all. I did notice a small flaw on one of the posters where

it looked like the image from the one beneath it somehow stuck to it, but it's not bad enough to

bother me, still gonna put it up. also kinda bummed there's no poster of Henry at all, though Sam is

included in one. love the Dawn of the Wolf posters (too funny), and the concept art is incredible.all in

all I'm a sucker for this game, so I admit I probably would've been happy with nearly anything, but I

was very pleasantly surprised anyway.
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